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THE ASSOCIATED STUDENTS OF THE UNIVERSITY OF HAWAI ̒I  
2465 Campus Road, Campus Center Room 211A 

Honolulu, Hawai ̒i 96822 
 

General Senate Meeting #20 of the 107th Senate 
Wednesday, February 19, 2020 

 
OPENING  
 
Call to Order 

President Li called the meeting to order at 6:07PM in CC 310. 
 
Roll Call 

Present: President Li, Treasurer Pacanuayan, Interim 
Secretary Juliano, Senator-at-Large Kim, Manabe, 
Oshiro, Leval, Senators Anuzewska, 
Armstrong-Patterson,  Baguio, Balico, Chua, 
Ka’apuni, Lee, Luitel, Renteria, Ruan, Salameh [18] 

 
Excused Absent: Senators Albano, Garrett, Raza, Seals, Setefano, 

Shimizu, Tong, Vogt, Yoshida Ka, Yoshida Ke [10] 
 

Unexcused Absent: Senators Aspacio, Bowersmith [2] 
 

Excused Late: Vice President Rafid, Senator Transfiguracion[2] 
 

Unexcused Late: [0] 
 

Excused Early Departure: Senator-at-Large Oshiro, Senator Lee [2] 
 

Unexcused Early Departure: [0] 
 

On Leave: [0] 
 

Advisors: Advisor Manini [1] 
 

Guests: [0] 
 
Reading and Approval of Minutes 

1. General Senate Meeting Minutes #19, 107th Senate - February 5 
President Li I move to accept the reading and approval of minutes for GSM #19 of the 107th Senate. 
 
Senator Armstrong 
 Patterson Second. 

Motion passes. 
 
SAL Manabe Last general I asked the librarian two questions but only one of my questions are on the  

minutes. I asked one about how professors use the library and how the library plans to  
engage with students and grad students. I would like this included in the minutes. I would 
like to make a motion to include what I just said into the minutes. 
 

President Li Is there a second to the motion? 
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SAL Kim Second. 
 
President Li All in favor of the motion say aye. 
 

Vote was unanimously in favor; Motion carries. 
 

President Li Anything else? 
 
SAL Leval I asked a question that also wasn’t included about if Hamilton will be 24/5 while Sinclair  

will be under construction. Prior to that I also asked a question about if they thought 
about the hassle of “Save Sinclair” and we have him on record saying that he supports 
students having a 24/5 study space. I think that should be included in the record. I move 
to include in the minutes what I just said.  

 
President Li Is there a second to the motion? 
 
SAL Manabe Second.  
 
President Li Discussion? If not, all those in favor of the motion say aye.  
 

Vote was unanimously in favor; Motion carries. 
 

President Li Anything else? 
 
Senator Salameh Can I make a motion to change the person who reported finance, to replace it with  

Vice-chair person Baguio? 
 
President Li Is there a second to the motion? 
 
Senator Armstrong Second. 
Patterson 
 
President Li All in favor of changing the Finance Committee's report say aye. 
 

Vote was unanimously in favor; Motion carries. 
  
 

The minutes of General Senate Meeting #19 with amendments was approved. 
 
 
Official Correspondence  
 
Testimony  
 
REPORTS 
Executive President 

1. Student Discount Call Day 
President Li I want us to all sit down and briefly discuss. We have a lot of places to eat around  

Campus. There are places such as Manoa Marketplace, Puck’s Alley, Waialae Avenue, 
Market City, Kaimuki where students make up a large portion of their customers. I had 
an idea that we can ask businesses to provide some incentive for us to go to their places 
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and we can advertise them on our social media and our websites. If you are interested in 
calling these businesses, please fill out the When2Meet and we can schedule a call day. I 
have a script prepared. This will help lower food costs for students 

 
2. College Mergers - Arts & Humanities, SPAS, LLL 

President Li                You may remember when TIM and Shidler merged. However, I mentioned back then 
that  

those colleges wouldn't be the only merge we would go through.The other major merge 
going on will be with the College of Arts and Humanities, School of Pacific Asian 
Studies, and language literature and linguistics. So they want to combine this into a mega 
college called College of Arts and Letters. This falls under the college of arts and 
sciences. So this merge would factor into the social science side and end up becoming the 
largest college on UH affecting 1000 students. We want to make sure no resources are 
being cut from students and make sure there is minimal detrimental impact on students. I 
just wanted to put this on your guys’ map because I'm meeting with the Vice Chancellor 
Laura Lions next week to further discuss how we can get student input on this. If you are 
interested in joining the conversation please let me know.  

 
 

3. Outreach College Changes 
President Li                Another big change happening that will affect a lot of students are online class  

course listings. Extension courses are Outreach college classes . and the difference is you 
pay by credit. Even though UH manoa has a 12 credit policy. Outreach college was 
circumnavigating that. The issue is on the department end, Students are being 
overcharged and now the school is working out a system so outreach college doesn't 
overcharge. Departments are incentivized to offer outreach college classes because 
anyone who signs up for the outreach college class, the department directly gets the 
tuition money from that student. There is no admin middle man. Bruno has been working 
on a solution for this issue, making all online courses for day school only but also 
outreach college, so it will be double listed. So if you want to sign up for an online class 
and you're signed up for day school courses, you cannot sign up for outreach college 
courses. So my concern is how can we make sure students still have access to online 
classes. The department is saying without the money they can’t offer the regular online 
classes, which is why they need the outreach college class funds to provide online 
classes. So Bruno has a proposal that he is going to pay out from his office application 
money to keep those courses running. This is a lot of money departments get from 
outreach college. By removing this funding mechanism, some departments are almost 
crippled. Bruno will allocate money from his department to  help offset that. I just wanted 
all of us to be aware that this is happening. I just came from a faculty meeting where 
Bruno unveiled his proposal. I just wanted to make sure they heard that they don't 
decrease the availability of online classes because students like online classes. I wanted to 
make sure course listings are not impacted and students are not overcharged. If you have 
any questions, come speak to me. If this proposal goes through, the changes will start 
happening next year. 

 
SAL Kim I think one of the only issues I have with this is that last semester in December, all of us  

who knew about this operated by rumors. So there is a continued issue of where the hell  
were students in this discussion. So yeah. 

 
President Li The only reason why I heard about it was through GSO. For graduate students, a lot of  

their lecture positions are funded through outreach college funds. GSO asked us for input. 
Bruno might point to that as consultation but it was just me and him talking one on one. I 
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went by myself to the dean of outreach college to find out his perspective on all of this 
back in October. But again the main concern during all the meetings is that we don’t cut 
online courses because students like online courses. If you want to learn more about the 
topic, speak to me. Please read this plan about how the changes will happen. 

 
 

4. SMB Fee Increase Proposal 
President Li Every student pays $13 a semester to support SMB and this was approved in the 80’s.  

Over the past two years, the student media board has come to the 105th and 106th senate 
to increase their fee. They are finally putting forth their proposal to the fee committee. 
I’m not sure what their current proposal is but I will receive a copy of it next week. I just 
wanted to let you guys know this discussion will happen very soon and that this is a 
potential fee increase for all students. ASUH remains concerned about how they are 
spending their money. If you have anything you think i should bring up during the 
committee hearing, please tell me. The meeting and approval vote is happening on March 
12th. 
 

Senator Salameh Do we as a body have to have a formal stance on this? Or are our discussions that we 
have had in the past be enough for you to go to that meeting and have that discussion and 
not say this is the student voice? 

 
President Li If we want to pass an official stance, which means passing a resolution saying yes we 

support or no we do not support a fee increase then i would vote the way the senate votes. 
But since we have no sense, I am allowed to take my consideration of what they present 
to me at the time of the hearing and my knowledge of past discussions. If ASUH is 
comfortable with saying yes or no, to make sure I vote that way, then we can do that. Any 
other questions? If you have any other concerns, please let me know. If there are no more 
questions, then we can move on to the Vice President's report. 
 

 
Vice President  
 
⅔ ROLL CALL VOTE TO MOVE VICE PRESIDENT’S REPORT TO AFTER NEW BUSINESS 
Aye(s):  Treasurer Pacanuayan, Interim Secretary Juliano, Senator-at-Large Kim, Manabe, Oshiro, Leval, Senators 
Anuzewska, Armstrong-Patterson,  Baguio, Balico, Chua, Ka’apuni, Lee, Luitel, Renteria, Ruan, Salameh [18] 
Naye(s): [0] 
Abstention(s): [0] 

Vote was in favor; Motion carries. 
Measure was approved. 

 
 
 
Treasurer 
Treasurer Pacannuayan  Just a short update for the budget, for january and 18 days of february, we have spent  

$5,140 on bills and using the general fund. So we still have overall, 27% ($59,000) of our 
entire general senate fund.  

 
Secretary  
iSecretary Juliano              Hello thanks for being patient with me, I’ve brought  

Dominique because she will eventually take this place, be nice and enunciate. 
 
President Li To add on, we have this new nifty senate only recording device to help address concerns  
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about where recordings end up after the meeting. This belongs to ASUH and will always 
stay in the office. If you are a vice chair we will teach you how to use this. This may also 
be used to committee meetings, in the case there are 2 committee meetings at the same 
time, we would want this to go to a committee who will be making motions. Motions and 
votes are most important to have a record of. Any questions?  

 
Administrative 
Advisor Manini                   Just want to let you guys know, thank you to those who could volunteer at  

the food drop we were able to distribute 5,185 lbs of food today. We ask the people 
coming in the line if they were UHM students about 95% were self identified students. 
The rest were faculty, staff, and community members. Thank you to those who helped 
out. We will have to touch base with ASUH about the Vault and do a 1.5 year report to 
figure out if ASUH and SAPFB want to move forward after the 3 years, because if we do 
we have to ask CCB for an extension for the use of the room for the purpose of the 
vault,so I have to compile data from this last fall. I’ll be looking for  

 
Judicial Branch 

No report. 
 
Standing Committees 
Campus Life 
Chairperson Oshiro Our Progress: 

● Teams are working on their respective tasks.  
No major updates at this time!  Please contact me if you have 
any questions! 
 

 
 

 
Elections  
Chairperson Balico  

Our Progress: 
Hello everyone, here I have the spring general election schedule so 
please take a moment to go over it. 
 

Advisor Manini I just have a question for SAL Manabe, did you go over this  
information  and make sure it follows the rules? 
 

SAL Manabe Yes and I have also checked the constitution. 
 
President Li All those in favor of approving the Spring General Election Schedule,  

please say aye. 
 
Vote was in favor; Motion carries. 
Measure was approved. 

 
Senator Balico I also worked with President Li on Apportionment. 

Motion to ratify the spring special elections candidate list. 
 

SAL Leval Second. 
Motion passes. 
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Chairperson Balico 
Our Plans: 

● Packet pickup for Spring Elections is on Monday 2/24/2020 
 
External Affairs 
Chairperson Leval 

Our Progress: 
● Had EA Meeting #4 yesterday 
● AS(You)H Event, please mark your calendars — Thursday, April 2 and 

Friday, April 3 (SB 30-20 to be introduced at ECM next week) 
 
Our Plans: 

● Testimony Writing Sesh #2 — Tuesday, February 25 at 5:30 
in CC 310. It is not mandatory because the last one was 
mandatory. But if you did not go to the last one, you may go 
to this one to make it up. 
 

President Li I want to emphasize that we want hundreds of testimonies about your  
experiences with financial aid and mental health care on campus so we can drop 
it on the representatives desk so they keep students in mind when they approve 
funding for financial aid and mental health care. 
 

Senator Armstrong Patterson Will there be a flyer? 
 
SAL Leval Yes, we will just edit the date on the last one. 
 
Senator Armstrong Patterson How did the last testimony writing session go? 
 
SAL Leval The attendance of the workshop was about 30 and we were able to use a lot of  

the testimonies to testify the committee hearing the next day, so it was pretty 
successful. But it will not hurt to have more especially in the later stages when 
these bills are being approved. 

 
 
Finance 
Chairperson Salameh 

Our Progress: 
● Done with RIO Funding Workshops. Time for applications is 

now closed today at 4:00 PM. 
● Budget for Spring 2020 RIO Funding: $46,000 to spend 

 
 

Our Plans: 
● RIO Funding Interviews are this weekend 
● Fri, 2/21 | 3 - 7pm CC 207 
● Sat, 2/22 | 10am - 6pm in CC 203C 
● Sun, 2/23 | 10am - 6pm in CC 203C 

 
 
 Issues/Misc: 

● We need, need, need, need more senators to sign-up for RIO 
Funding Interviews 
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● Spring 2020 RIO Funding Interviews Sign-up Sheet has a lot 
of red vacant slots for you all to sign up for. 

● Food is provided.  
 

President Li                              I want to heavily promote you to sign up for interview slots  
because it really helps you connect with other  students. If you are interested in 
finding more about what clubs do, you can definitely find out at these RIO 
funding interviews. 

 
 
Internal Affairs 
Chairperson Manabe 

Our Progress: 
● Meeting 2/12, mostly discussed campus delegates and future 

IA plans 
● Delegate application revamp ready, it still needs to be put on 

the website (office staff has been sent work request as of last 
week) 

● Design request sent to Bobby for IA Campus Delegates ad 
(2/18) 
 

Our Plans: 
● Internal Affairs work day (first week of March) 
● All senate members invited to attend as we will be discussing 

revamp of rate sheets and awards  
● No official motions will be offered 
● We will be breaking the rule down into sections for 

discussion, and these talks will be ongoing before an official 
revision is offered to the Senate 

● The Senate will be emailed once a date is set. Please RSVP so 
we can print out copies for attendees. 

● Beginning construction of IA binder for future IA and leaders 
● Will consult with President, senior senators and former IA 

leaders to compile the information 
 

 Issues/Misc: 
● General Education Committee (GEC) needs a delegate. They 

meet on Fridays from 11-12 every other week.  
● Their next meeting is 2/28.  
● Interested senators (or friends of senators) should contact me  
● Welcome Alyssa to IA Crew! 

 
 
 
Investments and Long Range Planning  
Chairperson Ruan 

Our Progress: 
● Had our 3rd investments meeting last Monday to go over the 

Investments Portfolio with Peter.  
 

● Most importantly the portfolio complies with the BOR 
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investment policies. The portfolio currently has a total market 
value of $9,683,413.  

● Rounding the amounts, about 62% are in equities, 32% in fixed 
income, and 6% in cash. We appear to have an exceptionally 
strong balanced account return, as we are up 19.7%, or 1.7% for 
this year. Most of this is led by the S&P 500, our biggest equity 
weight, and higher bond rates due to lower interest rates, which 
are expected to continue. Lots of equity in the US markets which 
benefits us, as they are tremendously outperforming everyone 
else.  

● Yield curves are showing that the economy is sluggish but 
growing. Current factors that could possibly affect the market are 
the volatility of the coronavirus, and brexit.  
More information:  

● Equity: most are in the S&P 500 ETF, which are relatively safe 
as they include about 80% of the funds from the S&P.  

● Fixed income: mostly U.S treasury bonds  
● Fun fact! About 21% of ASUH Operating budget comes from 

student fees, the oher 79% comes from the portfolio.  
 

Advisor Manini I think just so everyone understands your fun fact, The big picture is  
when she says $9.6 million, that is not 9.6 million to blow on things, you get to 
pull 5% every year and right now the seller and will budget 79% of your budget 
comes from being able to pull up to 5% of that funds in the prefer you to help 
subsidize your overall budget. The five dollars that you all pay only goes to 29% 
of your budget. I just want to be clear so you all understand. 
 

VP Rafid I just wanted to comment that a lot of people outside they question how 
we  

spend money and where it’s coming from, so it is important that we tell people 
that the student fee that we collect is Nothing compared to what we give back to 
students. 

 
 Issues/Misc: 

● We are keeping a close eye on any policy changes for the BOR. 
 
 
Student Affairs 
Chairperson Kim 

Our Progress: 
● UPASS Survey is out 
● Ozzi Survey to be out 2 weeks from out 
● Committee has been tabling, thank you! We do need 

volunteers from senate to volunteer to table for the next two 
weeks from 10am to 2pm in front of Jamba Juice. 

 
 

Our Plans: 
● UPASS Advert request sent to Bobby 
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● Mega Survey- Join us next week on Monday to meet and 
discuss and draft the Mega Survey 

● Will be tabling for the next few weeks in front of Jamba Juice 
 

 Issues/Misc: 
● We need ASUH senators to table with us from 10am to 2pm 

every day (take 1 hour shifts or something) 
 

President Li I have a question about the UPASS tabling. Have any RIOs tried with  
tabling efforts? 

 
Chairperson Kim I put it on the list but i do not know how to go through with it yet. 
 
President Li We can discuss this further with the finance committee chair. 
 
 
Undergraduate Academic Affairs 
Chairperson Juliano 

Our Progress: 
● 9 More days until scholarships close! 
● Mitty members have been updating master excel sheet  

 
Our Plans: 

● Next Friday, when the application closes, we have a 
committee workday at 6:00PM to have a meeting. Also for all 
of us to get together and start redacting names off the 
scholarship apps. 

 
Ad-hoc Committees 

1. OERs 
President Li No Report 
 

 
2. Sustainability 

Senator Chua No Report 
 

3. Mental Healthcare 
President Li No Report 
 

4. Part-Time Students 
SAL Oshiro No Report 

 
5. Student Housing 

Senator Bowersmith No Report 
 

 
SPECIAL ORDERS  

1. Senate Bill 31-20 To Appropriate Funding for ASUH Spring 2020 Retreat 
VP Rafid Move to approve special ordering of Senate Bill 29-20 
Funding For  

The Spring 2020 RIO Funding Process. 
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SAL Leval Second. 

Motion passes. 
 
President Li Will the special order person please explain why this is being special  

Ordered? 
 
VP Rafid Since the 31-20 Bill is related to our retreat, the reason why I special  

ordered this is because I was waiting for the response from the venue 
that we are planning on, and I did not get the response in time, 
therefore I could not provide the bill. 

 
⅔ ROLL CALL VOTE TO SPECIAL ORDER SENATE BILL 31-20 To Appropriate Funding for ASUH 
Spring 2020 Retreat 
Aye(s):  Vice President Rafid, Treasurer Pacanuayan, Interim Secretary Juliano, SAL Kim, Leval, Manabe, Senators 
Anuzewska, Baguio, Balico, Chua, Ka’apuni, Lee, Luitel, Renteria, Ruan, Salameh, Transfiguracion [17] 
Naye(s): [0] 
Abstention(s): [0] 
 

Vote was in favor; Motion carries. 
Measure was approved. 

 
 

VP Rafid Motion to approve Senate Bill 31-20. 
 
SAL Leval Second. 

Motion passes. 
 
VP Rafid Basically this is a bill to fund our retreat for the semester, The 
reason  

why we are doing a bill about this is because I do not have enough 
funds in my vice president budget so that is why I chose to do a bill. 
The activity fee is for what we are going to do there. When I am 
planning is that for the retreat We will be going to Kualoa Ranch. We 
will have team building, and also go to the secret Island. The second 
item is food. All of these line items are estimated for like 20 to 25 
people. Transportation is pretty self explanatory. 

 
Senator Salameh I just want to make sure you have enough money so we don't run into  

any complications. I know you quoted $2000 for 20 heads for the 
retreat but as far as food and transportation, what do those numbers 
look like? 

 
VP Rafid Previously, I asked our office manager to give me previous retreat  

spending information, and I have noticed that the bus service from 
Roberts Hawaii is around $280. I also still have money in my budget. 

 
VP Rafid I would like to make a motion to strike $2500 under appropriations and  

replace it with $2650. 
 
Senator Salameh Second. 
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⅔ ROLL CALL VOTE TO APPROVE SENATE BILL 31-20 To Appropriate Funding for ASUH Spring 
2020 Retreat 
Aye(s):  Vice President Rafid, Treasurer Pacanuayan, Interim Secretary Juliano, SAL Kim, Leval, Manabe, Senators 
Anuzewska, Baguio, Balico, Chua, Ka’apuni, Lee, Luitel, Renteria, Ruan, Salameh, Transfiguracion [17] 
Naye(s): [0] 
Abstention(s): [0] 
 
 

Vote was in favor; Motion carries. 
Measure was approved. 

 
SAL Leval I would like to make a motion to change “food” to “food and food  

supplies.” 
Senator Salameh Second. 

 
 
⅔ ROLL CALL VOTE TO APPROVE SENATE BILL 31-20 To Appropriate Funding for ASUH Spring 
2020 Retreat 
Aye(s):  Vice President Rafid, Treasurer Pacanuayan, Interim Secretary Juliano, SAL Kim, Leval, Manabe, Senators 
Anuzewska, Baguio, Balico, Chua, Ka’apuni, Lee, Luitel, Renteria, Ruan, Salameh, Transfiguracion [17] 
Naye(s): [0] 
Abstention(s): [0] 
 
 

Vote was in favor; Motion carries. 
Measure was approved. 

 
 
 
UNFINISHED BUSINESS AND GENERAL ORDERS  
 
 
NEW BUSINESS 

1.  Senate Reapportionment 
President Li Motion to accept SCR 39-20. 
 
SAL Kim Second. 

Motion passes. 
 
President Li So you know how to have different numbers of seats per colleges, how are these  

numbers determined you might ask. In our Constitution it says that every three 
years, the president of ASUH must reconsider student demographics and 
allocate proper amount of senators per college. The constitution says that the 
maximum amount of senators we can have is 30 senators with eight executive 
positions. This is 38 in total, so to do this I worked with chairperson Balico to 
come up with numbers. We asked the Manoa institutional research office to 
provide us with what is the current full-time undergraduate student count. They 
gave us 10,384 students. We took that number and divided it by 37 positions that 
are available and came up with a number which is 346. This means that for 
every one senator, they represent 346 students. By using this knowledge, we also 
applied it to the colleges. We divided this 346 by the amount of enrolled in each 
college to get how many students per Senator the ratio should be.  because 
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architecture only has 153 students in each senator is supposed to represent 346, 
mathematically they would get no senators. But due to our constitution saying 
that each college has to have at least one senator then they would just get one 
senator. So with all of those factors in mind this is what the final numbers have 
come to. Arts and sciences is the same with 16 seats, business now has three, 
college of education stays the same with two seats, engineering stays the same 
with three seats, and everything else is the same except for business. There is a 
topic that I want to bring up with you guys which is potentially splitting up arts 
and sciences into natural sciences and social sciences. I feel like sometimes it 
feels like a social science club because it is such a big number. So me and chair 
person Balico have been talking about splitting it up so we can get a more 
diverse representation. The issue of why we did not put this far away is because 
by looking at the constitution of ASUH, there doesn’t seem to be much demand 
from the natural science majors. so I want to pose the question to you guys to 
see how you guys feel about this. If nobody feels strongly about changing it we 
can leave it as is. This has a big impact on the next generation of the next three 
years. If there are no further discussions or questions let’s do a roll call vote. 

 
 
MAJORITY ROLL CALL VOTE TO APPROVE SENATE REAPPORTIONMENT 
Aye(s):  Vice President Rafid, Treasurer Pacanuayan, Interim Secretary Juliano, SAL Kim, Leval, Manabe, Senators 
Anuzewska, Baguio, Balico, Chua, Ka’apuni, Lee, Luitel, Renteria, Ruan, Salameh, Transfiguracion [17] 
Naye(s): [0] 
Abstention(s): [0] 
 
 

Vote was in favor; Motion carries. 
Measure was approved. 

 
 

2. SB. Senate Bill 26-20 Funding For A Psychology Seminar Event  
 
Isaac from Psychology Department *Two guests in support of this event came to present about the  

significance of this event. They began their presentation by showing the 
Senate a video. The purpose of the video was to show that our 
brains/minds can only focus on one thing at a time. The presentation 
led to a quick  introduction on Psychology, another video regarding the 
mind being able to focus only on one thing, and a summary of the 
previous years’ Psychology Seminar Event. One final video was shown 
from the event last year, with a magician presenting to an audience and 
connecting the magic trick to Psychology.* 
 

President Li Floor open for discussion? 
 
 
Sal Level Where will our guest and his wife be flying from? 
 
Guest(s) New York. 
 
Advisor Manini Will it be a coach/economy airfare? 
 
Guest(s) Yes, economy. 
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VP Rafid Do you have any plan to have student or faculty interaction 
with the  

guest during, after, or before the event? 
 
Guest(s) There will be a discussion after the magic show between the students 
and  

those guests’ placed on a panel. 
 
 
Senator Salameh Not frequently in ASUH do we introduce Senate Bills that specifically  

serve a certain college from senators who represent that certain college. 
So these are one of those cases that if we were to approve it that it 
would highly benefit those students under that college. I highly applaud 
the Senator who brought this to us today.  
 
This would be a great way to make sure that it is advertised that we as 
ASUH funded this, since we tend to be blindsided by our interactions 
with our constituents on a scale like this.  
 
My question for the guests is can they work with the fact that the 
airfare and lodging has been cut? 

 
Guest(s) We do have other ways to cover the disreprency. The main reason for  

asking for a raise is the fluctuations in airfare; Airfare looks like $1900 
and lodging is $600. But we are looking at other resources. 

 
SAL Kim You guys are fine with the reimbursement process? 
 
Guest(s) Yes. 
 
Advisor Manini This is an event that isn’t entirely just for Psychology students, but for  

all that are interested in this event right? 
 
Guest(s) Yes, it is free for the whole student body to attend. 
 
Senator Salameh Motion to add language that in the provisions, lodging will be for  

reimbursement only. 
SAL Kim Second. 

Motion passes. 
 
 
Senator Salameh Motion to change the verbage from “co-funded” to “funded by ASUH.” 
SAL Kim Second. 

Motion passes. 
 
Advisor Manini Don’t ever say we solely funded something because in the event that  

something happens, it would entirely be on us. We can just remove any  
mention of “co-” in funding. 
 

SAL Leval Motion to put back the $500 into their airfare and lodging, disregarding  
the SCR. Total would be $2500. 
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SAL Kim Second. 
Motion passes.  

 
 
 
MAJORITY ROLL CALL VOTE TO APPROVE Senate Bill 26-20 Funding For A Psychology Seminar 
Event 
Aye(s):  Vice President Rafid, Treasurer Pacanuayan, Interim Secretary Juliano, SAL Kim, Leval, Manabe, Senators 
Anuzewska, Baguio, Balico, Chua, Ka’apuni, Lee, Luitel, Renteria, Ruan, Salameh, Transfiguracion [17] 
Naye(s): [0] 
Abstention(s): [0] 
 
 

Vote was in favor; Motion carries. 
Measure was approved. 

 
 OPEN FORUM  
 
CONTINUATION OF VICE PRESIDENT’S REPORT: 

1. Retreat - Saturday, March 7th 
VP Rafid 1. If you are interested to attend please reply to email and 2. If you say  

you're going to be there, please be there becausets going to be $100 per 
head.  

 
2. Chair & Vice-Chair Workshop 

VP Rafid This is happening tomorrow at 5pm in the ASUH office, to answer all 
questions you have left about your position. 

 
3. ASUH Mentorship Program 

VP Rafid                                            The idea of mentorship program came from extensive discussion about  
alot of us are graduating and there's new people on the senate to help 
new and old senators to help. I decided to make a change in plan and 
assign people to be mentors and make it a competition. This is a 
competition and at the banquet at the end of sem we will recognize one 
team based on their performance. Pictures together onto facebook with 
#ASUHmentorshipprogram for points.  

 
4. Kānewai Lo‘i - MOVED TO Saturday, April 4th 

VP Rafid Since the retreat will be march 7th, we will do Lo’i next month and I 
will  

send information on that. 
 
CLOSING 
Announcements  
Adjournment 
VP Rafid Move to Adjourn. 
 
Senator Salameh Second. 
 

Meeting was adjourned at 8:03 PM.  
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Respectfully Submitted, 

 
_____________________________ 

Sheena Carmela Juliano 
Interim Secretary, 107th Senate 
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